“Thanks to Mr. and Mrs. Greub of
Gerhard’s in Lake Forest for their
weekly masterpiece, French
brioche, and for serving me at odd
hours on weekends during the
development of this book”
from the Acknowledgements
CRYSTALS AND LIFE, A PERSONAL
JOURNEY by CELE ABAD-ZAPATERO
International University Line, 2002.
This is a book on crystals, crystallography,
proteins, and science in general that will
appeal to both experts and non-experts.
Those familiar with the field and
immersed in its day-to-day aspects are
led to see it from a distinctly different
direction. Those unfamiliar are in for a
gentle, but always scientifically sound
introduction, and will desire to learn more.
The author is a prominent protein
crystallographer with strong artistic leanings.
The way in which the author introduces
scientific concepts, either with objects
from the world of art (Alhambra, symphony orchestra, etc.) or with details from the lives of
the principal contributors (such as Bravais, Fourier and others), makes the book itself a
work of art...Hans Deisenhofer, Nobel Laureate
The book comprises 27 essays […].The essays
themselves are masterfully written excursions of
fancy given intriguing titles such as […] “Can
Crystals Cry?,”
“The Combs of the Wind:
Unweaving the X-ray Rainbow,” and “The 1.8Å
Structure of Scientific Revolutions.” They are laced
with historical anecdotes, references to family and
Spain, allusions to music and poetry, personal
encounters and tributes, and countless similes and
metaphors. […] Cele Abad-Zapatero is a romantic
and a visionary. His keen observations and fabulous
cultural repertoire truly do breathe life into crystals.
His colorful book will fascinate anyone interested in
nature and discovery […]. Wayne A. Hendrickson,
Professor, Columbia University
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